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‘‘ Observations on  the  present mode  of executing  Railways,  with 
suggestions for a  more  economical, yet  equally efficient  system,  of both 
executing  and  working them.” B y  FrancisWhishaw, M. Inst. c. E. 

The  author at the  commencement of this  paper  alludes  to  the Executing 
principal causes of  the  great  difhences  between  the  original  estimate 
and cost  of railways.  Among  these he enumerates  the  imperfect 
knowledge of the  strata,  which occasions the  cuttings  and embank- 
ments  to be formed  with slopes, which  are  dangerous,  and  add  to 
their cost-the imperfect  formation of the  embankments, especially 
in  clayey soils, which in  the opinion  of the  author  ought  to be carried 
up in layers  or courses of  from 14 to 2 yards in thickness,  sufficient 
time  being  allowed  for subsidence  before the  next  layer is added- 
the cost of stations,  which  in some of the great  lines  forms a con- 
siderable  proportion of the whole cost. 

The  author  then  proceeds  to  suggest  means  for effecting  a con- 
siderable  saving in  the  original cost of railways, a certain m e t h d , o f  
preventing accidents by collision, a saving  in  the  annual  expenditure, 
and a better  adaptation of the locomotive engine  to  its work. 

With these views, he proposes a single  line of rails-that the line 
should be divided  with  intermediate  engine stations, three  on the 
London  and  Birmingham for instance,  the  engines  at each being  suited 
to  the  prevailing  gradient of the district. Thus a line  of  railway 
may  be  more easily laid  out,  as  one  or  two  unfavourable  inclines  will 
not affect the  working of the whole. A t  each  station  there  must be 
a small  portion of an additional  line of rails, and also at other con- 
venient  intervals. The  mode of  working  such a line is  as  follows :- 
Engines are to  start  simultaneously  in  each  direction  from  the  terminal 
and  intermediate stations. These  engines  will  pass  each  other at   one 
of the  portions  of  the  douhle  line,  and the engine  being  reversed  and 
taking  the  other  train,  will  return  to the station  from  whence it 
started,  when  another  exchange of trains  takes place. Thus  there 
is a regular  interchange of loads throughout  the day, and  each 
engine  is confined to  its  own  portion of the  line,  and  it  is impossible 
that a collision can  take place. Equal accommodation would be 
afforded to  the public, and  the  engine man, from  being  always con- 
fined to  the  same  small  portion of the line, would be perfectly 
conversant  with  every  part of  it. T h e  saving  which  would  on 
this system be effected on the  original cost is estimated at  more than 
$5000, per mile. 
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